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Abstract. Having worked as an engineer and department manager in a manufacturing company the author of the research faced with the employers’ and the employees’ formal attitude towards occupational safety, which increases the likelihood of accidents. The occupational safety specialists’ competence develops in the educational environment, in the work environment and outside of them. It is essential that identifying and minimising the work environment risk factors will lead to avoiding extreme or unpredictable situations, thus ensuring employees’ health and wellness. Self-learning evaluation and reflective practice occur with the sense of the necessity to obtain new skills, which can be described as mastery and it can lead to the solution of the problem regarding formal attitude toward work and civil protection regulations. The aim of the research was to create a competence development model for occupational safety specialists. In the current research the author used reflection of personal experience as well as analysis and evaluation of opinions of the publications relevant to the research context, modelling, unstructured observations, talks, discussions and interviews. As a result of the research the occupational safety specialists’ competence development model was created.
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Introduction

Ensuring sustainable development and life-long health and wellness in our modern society is associated with sustainability in education. This can be achieved by improving the educational process, which would enhance the students’ and occupational safety specialists’ professional competence, because of the need to assess the possibilities to change the attitude towards the observance of work and civil protection regulations. The most characteristic feature of competence is the awareness of values, stability and continuity over a long period of time, which would allow employees to retain their physical and mental resources throughout their lives, in order to be able to fully perform their job obligations, taking into consideration the fact that the retirement age has a tendency to increase. It is essential that students and occupational safety specialists using their own and their colleagues’ experience, develop their ability to perform self-assessment and evaluate their own and personnel’s teaching and learning outcomes.

In several theories regarding professional competence it has been pointed out what skills are required for doing a job and in what way it has to be done and what competence is needed to achieve a result in a definite environment. In the process of the formation of the occupational safety specialists’ professional competence the person’s maturity level, experience, creativeness, reflection abilities, motivation, self-regulation and self-assessment play a significant role. In occupational safety specialists’ study programmes the students are adults who have already obtained professional education in some other sector of the economy, and as a result the experience that is formed both in action and in perception, creates the ability to assess the processes, situations and to make correct decisions for acting in emergency situations.

Materials and methods

The author used the following research methods: the reflection of personal experience, study of publications relevant to the research context (more than 200 sources of literature) and evaluation of the conclusions the author arrived at (28 sources) and modelling [1-3]. Unstructured observations, talks and discussions were carried out in the work and educational environment. The interviews were organised at the respondents’ work places or places of residence in an informal atmosphere.

The author’s experience was gained and reflection obtained:

1. When working as an engineer in a manufacturing company from 1986 to 2007 (the number of employees was from 500 to 1100). When working as a department head from 1994 to 2007 (the number of employees was 20)

2. When working as a teacher from 2009 to 2016 at the LUA, teaching the 1st-4th year Food Technology Faculty first level professional higher educational programme students (553), Information Technologies Faculty study programme students (1367), Faculty of Economics and
Social Development study programme students (647), Agriculture Faculty study programme students (450), Faculty of Environmental and Civil Engineering Sciences study programmes (631), Faculty of Engineering study programme students (289), Veterinary Medicine Faculty study programme students (95) and second level professional higher educational study programme “Occupational safety” for 208 students. The author took part in designing and updating the programme “Occupational safety”.

The data from the fact stating experiment [4] carried out previously in three universities of Latvia – the Latvia University of Agriculture, the University of Latvia, the Riga Technical University (130 respondents) have been used in the current research.

In the development of the methodology and interpretation of the obtained data, the results of the previous research, in which the author took part, were used [4-13]. The author of the research presented the data of performing the self assessment of students’ competences regarding occupational safety in the conference “Teachers’ Training in the XXI Century: Changes and Perspectives” (XI International Scientific Conference, Šiauliai University, Faculty of Education).

Results and discussion

Basing on the evaluation of the publications relevant to the context the conclusions the author had arrived at have been used in developing the competence development model of occupational safety specialists.

In personnel management the concept of competence is used to characterise the employee’s behaviour or action models in typical work situations that helps describe and explain how the work should be done and what skills are needed to do it [14; 15], but effective professional activity depends on the individual’s competence, the organisation’s environment and work requirements [16]. The competence of occupational safety specialists includes establishing of a safe work environment and reducing the formation of formal attitude through cooperation with the employers.

Within the context of the research the process-oriented didactic model [1] was significant, since the essence of the model is independent studies having a dialogue with the teacher (both subjects are of equal worth). When designing the competence developing model of occupational safety specialists the author based her views on deductions about modelling [1-3].

At the beginning of the 21st century UNESCO included the fifth pillar – learning to transform oneself and society. Taking into consideration the fact that each individual’s and entire society’s changes in attitudes are significant, the actualisation of this pillar is of particular importance when learning and teaching occupational and civil safety [12].

Living in a globalized and modern world for an individual’s success, which is characterised by a gainful employment, income, health, safety, political participation and social cooperation, it is necessary to have individual competencies and institutional competencies; their application to contribute to collective goals [17]. The structure of competence is made up of knowledge, cognitive skills, attitudes, emotions, values and ethical motivation [18]. The authors of the research [17; 18] connect life skills with the concept of “a successful life” and well-being. In the context of occupational health and safety and civil protection working environment and place and attitude to it play an important role, but a specialist needs to obtain knowledge, skills and acquire competence on how to build the environment and maintain it in accordance with the workplace wellness provisions [9]. To achieve this, it is necessary to acquire:

- The use of interactive tools, since information and communication technologies are the tools by means of which data are obtained for definite purposes and dialogues with the world are made. Competence includes the ability to actively and creatively use language, symbols and texts, apply knowledge and information;
- Interacting in heterogeneous groups, since in a pluralistic society people have to cope with diversity and relate well to others, therefore empathy and social capital are very important. Competence includes the ability to have understanding among people, to work in a team, manage and resolve conflicts;
- Independent action, since each person’s individuality and society’s goals have to be realised in this complicated world; one should also fulfil one’s rights and take responsibilities,
understand different environments and how they function. Competence includes the ability to integrate into a multi-dimensional system, fulfil life goals to live successful lives, to defend one’s rights, interests and needs [19].

After having analysed the relevant theoretical research within the context of occupational safety specialists’ skills, it should be concluded that the use of interactive means should comply with ergonomic requirements because different elements of the system should form one coherent whole, taking into account the interaction between the individual and the environment, as shown in the research conducted earlier [20].

From the reflection of the author’s personal experience and the research carried out previously, it was found out [4] that more than 70% of future occupational safety specialists considered that their knowledge was sufficient enough to ensure the use of appropriate PCs in compliance with ergonomic requirements. Nevertheless, almost 90% of the respondents do not comply with the rules concerning non-harmful healthy work at the computer and 95% of the respondents had symptoms which show evidence of the negative effect of the use of computers on health.

The development and formation of competence for promoting the formation of responsible attitude and for minimising formal attitude towards occupational safety is based on the process which is determined by values and their priorities. People should be motivated to act properly. People’s value orientations are determined by a particular time and conditions [21]. The research on occupational safety [10] indicates that the formation of positive attitude of OHS specialists and the management of the organization are affected by the values the importance of which is different for adults in various stages of maturity.

Analysing competence, Rasma Garleja structures it in professional, social and individual development (sociocultural) competence. Its components are knowledge, skills, attitudes and its improvement. Defining the professional competence it has been pointed out that “Professional competence is the ability to carry out the activities within the framework of job functions, using the value filter, forming skills in selective choice of knowledge, the ability to integrate knowledge and values for achieving goals in professional work” [22]. Rasma Garleja considers that professional ability to act as the goal of professional education is formed through developing of professional (professional knowledge and skills), social (organisational culture and cooperation ability) and competence in work methods and technologies (ability to plan independently, do the job and control it), whereas Guy Le Boterf explains competence as mobilisation of resources essential for an individual for reaching a specific result and performing a certain task and points out that it includes three aspects [23-25] knowledge, know-how, attitudes and resources.

In the research conducted by L. Turuševa regarding competence the term “performance” has been used, because it includes behaviour and attitude, and it testifies about the person’s competence and therefore it is more precise, since it is directed towards the success of the action and effectiveness [26]. The professional competence [27] should be based on ethics as professionalism – honesty, responsibility for quality and consequences; knowing how to act – developing thinking skills, basing not only on standards, but also on understanding. In order to act in a competent way (agir avec compétence), a person needs motivation and incentive – a desire to act (voulair-agir).

It is necessary to take responsibility and risk because professional competence behavior is influenced by social conditions, organizational management, group competence, as well as other influencing factors - context. The occupational safety specialist in his or her professional activity (performing an action in occupational safety), carrying out a pedagogical competence, promotes both - the forming of personnel’s responsible attitude as a component in the formation of competence in the work environment and the formation of responsible behaviour in emergency situations. A competent specialist in occupational safety (Fig.1) should develop the ability to create and further develop the work environment (physical, social, information), to organise the study process in cooperation with other specialists, manage group work and the emotional state of the learners during the study process, to assess the learning outcomes, manage his or her professional development, to understand and determine occupational safety risk factors in a sector of the economy [28], including psychoemotional risk factors (development of stress and burn-out syndromes and the causes of the formation of formal attitude towards occupational safety and civil protection) [9-13].
The research conducted in Latvia [29] shows that the mental effort and psychoemotional load of the people employed in various sectors of the economy differ (e.g., for road construction workers it is average, but for office workers it is high).

The senior occupational safety specialist (Profession code – 2263 01) has the fifth professional qualification level according to the profession standard [30]. According to the standard, the senior occupational safety specialist carries out the organisation of the occupational safety system in an organisation or enterprise, monitoring of the interior work environment as well as expert investigation in the field of occupational safety; as a competent specialist, this person has the knowledge of occupational safety and environmental protection issues, and applies the related laws and regulations; carries out scientific pedagogical work in the field of occupational safety. The specialists who study work and civil protection need the reflection on the improvement of their professional and social competences. For the assessment of personal resources subjective criteria, such as - cognitive characteristics, emotional state, system of values, attitude, confidence and the ability to communicate - can be used. In the process of education it is important to ensure that the student (future occupational safety specialist) is aware of what should be learnt to allow for competence forming and development.

The student of the second level professional higher education study programme is an adult who already has a bachelor’s degree or who has the second level professional higher education who already has practical work experience. It forms the conscious incompetence – the specialist understands that he or she needs new knowledge to be acquired in the chosen study programme. Both in study and work environment the development of competences takes place, which can be characterised by a competence development spiral [31] which is based on a four stage model [32-34]. In the research paper [35] Noel Burch in the 1970s in the article “The four stages for learning any new skill”, suggested, that individuals go through the following stages when learning something new:

- unconscious incompetence – doing wrong, oblivious to the fact that they are wrong;
- conscious incompetence – still doing things wrong but now aware they are doing it wrong;
- conscious competence – doing things right but having to keep thinking about how to do them;
- unconscious competence – doing things right without having to think about it.

The competence development spiral indicates the cyclical essence of learning, because, while carrying out self-assessment, and being aware of the necessity to acquire new knowledge and skills, it is possible to be included into the competence development spiral in any of the stages.

Within the context of occupational safety specialists, whose main value is health throughout people’s lives [10], Edward Will Taylor’s five stage conscious competence expanded model seems to be more suitable [36]. The occupational safety specialist’s professional competence is characterised by the person’s work experience, skills obtained, knowledge, creativity and their implementation in the social environment as well as attitude towards work and safety. The person’s competence is determined by the ability to develop, to grow and learn new things. It is also determined by the ability to understand the people around us and the world in general, in order to make independent and responsible decisions in the context of occupational safety and civil protection.

Sustainable development of the society is connected with the forming of a new attitude concerning the formation and development of wellness during the process of education in the work environment which can be ensured by a competent occupational safety specialist. In the context of the UNESCO concept of education for sustainable development [37; 38] “The five pillars of education for sustainable development is a key orienteer for the 21st century education development and improvement in the context of lifelong learning both on a global and local scale in educational institutions and families. The fifth pillar of education “learning to transform oneself and society” – to develop the ability and willingness to integrate a sustainable life style in oneself and in society – is the foundation for a competent occupational safety specialist’s study process and teaching – learning process to change the formal attitude towards work and civil protection which prevails in our society.

The module has been approbated, and the study course which was designed basing on this module has been positively evaluated by the students of the second level professional higher educational programme “Occupational safety”. The number of the respondents taking part in the evaluation was 20. The course was evaluated as „a very good study course, which can be applied both in the work
environment and in everyday life”. The respondents appreciated “good practical examples from life and an opportunity to understand that it is necessary to study and develop oneself”.

Fig. 1. Competence development model of occupational safety specialists (Author’s design)

Conclusions
1. Basing on the reflection of personal experience and the deductions obtained from the studies of the relevant publications, a competence development model of occupational safety specialists has been developed, approbated and positively evaluated.
2. Occupational safety specialists’ competence develops in the educational environment, working environment, and outside of them. It is essential that the work environment risk factor identification and prevention would lead to the avoidance of arising of emergencies and unpredictable situations, ensuring the employee’s health and life, as well as the employees’ wellness.
3. The 5th pillar included in the UNESCO concept of education for sustainable development for the 21st century “Learning to transform oneself and society” - to develop the ability and willingness to integrate a sustainable life style in oneself and in society - is the foundation for a competent occupational safety specialist’s study process and teaching-learning process to change the formal attitude towards work and civil protection, which prevails in our society.
4. It is recommended to develop variants of the competence development model of occupational safety specialists with the aim to further improve the study courses of the educational programmes for these specialists. During the process of their implementation it is desirable to emphasize the necessity to reduce the formal attitude towards occupational safety regulations.
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